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The exterior algebra is useful for 
subgraph detection and approximate 
counting



Task: Find simple path of length k

Given: Graph G and integer k

self-avoiding walk

NP-hard.
Can you beat O(nk) brute force?



1. Win/win approach using path width

2. Color-coding

3. Extensor-coding



Input: G, k
1. Run DFS. Done if depth >= k.
2. Otherwise, use DFS-tree to construct a 

path-decomposition of width <= k.
3. Dynamic programming

Time: O(k! · n · m)



Dynamic 
programming
in time O*(2k) 

1 2 3 4 5 6=k

Count: All colorful paths (any order)

Given: Graph with k color classes



randomly 
color

the vertices

count
colorful paths



Overall Time: (2e)k · O(n + m)

randomly 
color

the vertices

count
colorful paths

k-paths become 
colorful with 

probability Ω(e−k)
In time O(2k)



Running Time: 4.32k · O(n + m)

randomly 
color

the vertices

count
colorful paths

with 1.3 · k colors

Finds and approximately counts in directed graphs.



 
O*(2.83k) Idea:

Evaluate walk polynomial
over a group algebra

 
O*(2k)



a b c

Monomial: xa· xb · xc = 

n Variables: xv

walks in G



a b c

Monomial: xa· xb · xc = 

n Variables: xv

walks in G

Given G and reals x1...xn, we can evaluate it in time
● O(knω) with fast matrix mult: Ak

● O(kn2) with matrix-vector product: 1 · A·(...·(A·1))
● O(n + m) with BFS



Want to compute
the path polynomial:

a b c

Monomial: xa· xb · xc = 

n Variables: xv

walks in G

paths in G



1. Start from non-commutative polynomials
(i.e. the tensor algebra)

2. Pretend that xv
2=0 holds and in fact <a,x>2=0.

3. By abstract nonsense, this implies xuxv=−xvxu

Consequence:

walks in G paths in G

=



“Abstract” elements eS for every subset S of {1,...,k}

Properties:
1. e{u}e{v}=−e{u}e{v}

2. eSeT=eSuT if S disjoint from T
3. eSeT= 0 otherwise

Extensor
linear combination of eS

Exterior algebra
2k-dimensional vector space over R

Remark: k-fold products of linear extensors are exactly the determinant



D

paths in G

Test whether this
is identically zero:

1. For each xv, choose random degree-1 extensor a1e{1}+...+ake{k}

2. Evaluate the walk(=path) polynomial in the exterior algebra 
(each operation takes 2k time)

3. Schwartz-DeMillo-Lipton-Zippel Lemma => Output is 
nonzero with probability > ⅔.



Fact: If xv=Av are the rows of a matrix A, then

paths in Gpaths in G

To avoid cancellations, compute ∑det2 instead,
by setting Av =(       )  and calculating in 4k dimension ext. algebra

To get concentration:
Standard fourth moment analysis of det(random 01-matrix)

av   0
0   av



- Simple deterministic algorithms in 4k · poly(n)

- Speed up approximate counting to 
4k · poly(n) / eps²
(where eps is multiplicative error)

- Deterministic algorithm in 2k · poly(n) if there 
are few paths
(using a result of )



Color-coding ( )
(by plugging in the right extensors)

Algebraic Fingerprints  ( )
(by going to characteristic 2, where xuxv=xvxu)

Labeled Walks ( , not in this talk)

Representative Sets ( , not in this talk)




